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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to show some of the advantages for the
asynchronous implementation of a major synchronous structure. Three people
were involved with the design of an asynchronous microprocessor modeled
after the MIPS R3000 microprocessor. This microprocessor implemented all
of the MIPS reduced instruction set, while eliminating the need for
synchronous clocking throughout the chip. Paul Fanelli modeled the
asynchronous processor using VHDL (hardware description language). Kevin
Johnson created circuit level designs and layouts of the arithmetic logic unit
and supporting hardware. Scott Siers created circuit level designs and layouts
of the instruction fetch, write back, memory and instruction decode stages.
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The purpose of this project is to show some of the advantages of the
asynchronous design methodology. The design should be large enough to
allow the increase in speed caused by the asynchronous operation to be greater
than the decrease in speed caused by the extra circuitry. A thirty-two bit
microprocessor was chosen for this project. The asynchronous design
methodology eliminates the need for clocking circuits by adding handshaking
circuitry.
Clock lines in a microprocessor need to be routed to every part of the
chip. These lines cause a problem in the operation of the chip called clock
skew. The clock lines, upon which the clock signal travels, spread out in many
directions from the clock driver. This signal is supposed to change the state of
many circuit elements throughout the chip simultaneously. Since these lines
are not the same length, the clock pulses on one side of the chip may or may
not be in phase with the pulses on the other side. In order to make sure that
circuit elements on both sides of the chip have changed state using the same
clock pulse, the period of the clock is extended. This makes sure that the
clock pulse has had time to travel throughout the chip.
The clock lines and the gates that are driven by the clock create a large
capacitive load. This capacitance must be overcome in order for the clock
signal to change state in a reasonable amount of time. This causes the clock
driver to be necessarily large. The capacitance in the line must be charged in
order for the voltage on the line to come to a true logical-one value. The
capacitance also must be discharged in order for the value to return to the
logical-zero state. The time needed to charge and discharge the large
capacitance limits the maximum possible clock frequency. If the clock
frequency is faster than the charging and discharging times, the clock pulses
will never reach their true values but will stay fluctuating around some
mid-
level voltage.
Within a large clocked circuit, the clock speed must be slow enough to
allow the slowest part of the circuit to be able to complete its task before the
beginning of the next clock cycle. In large designs, this minimum time
between clock pulses becomes a problem. For example, in a microprocessor
this minimum time is the time it takes for the slowest instruction to execute.
This can be a long period of time because operations such as multiplication
take longer than operations such as shifting. Even in simple designs, there can
be large discrepancies in the time it takes for an instruction to execute. In a
thirty-two bit ripple carry adder, for example, it takes two gate delays for two
numbers to be added together, when there are no carrys within the circuit. If,
however, a carry is created in every single stage, each addition stage must wait
until the carry is obtained from the proceeding stage. This condition takes 32
times longer than the previous example.
In an asynchronous design, the clock is eliminated and circuitry is added
to ensure that each stage will finish it's execution before the next stage begins.
The circuit will evaluate at themaximum speed possible for each stage.
1.1 MIPSR3000
The synchronous circuit to be modified in this project is the MIPS
R3000 microprocessor. It is a 32-bit microprocessor with an off chip floating
point unit. It employs a five-stage pipeline structure with a reduced instruction
set computer(RISC) architecture. Each instruction is 32-bits in length. There
are only three different styles for the instruction words, immediate, register and
jump.
The microprocessor was implemented in a process similar to the MOSIS
two micron process that was used in the RIT VLSI labs. The R3000
microprocessor is a relatively old microprocessor and there is a lot of
information available. Many books have been written describing this
architecture.
1.2 Pipeline
The Mips processor uses a five stage pipeline structure. An example of
this pipeline is shown in figure 1.1. Each stage performs a different part of the
execution of an instruction. The stages are called instruction fetch, instruction
decode, arithmetic logic unit(ALU), memory, and write back. The instruction
fetch stage gets the instruction from memory. The instruction decode stage
decodes the instruction into useful parts. The arithmetic logic unit performs
calculations. The memory stage performs fetches and writes to memory. The














Fig 1.1 Pipeline Stages
Because of these five stages, five instructions can be operated on at the
same time. Different instructions will be located at different stages in the
pipeline simultaneously. This allows the microprocessor to execute
instructions faster once the pipeline is filled. The pipeline in the MIPS R3000
is clocked. The speed of the processor is the speed that the instructions are
able to move from stage to stage. Because this speed is controlled by the
clock, itmust be able to accommodate the slowest stage in the pipeline. In the
asynchronous design, the stages are controlled by signals that mark the
beginning and end of the operation in each stage. This does not depend upon
the worst case stage time and the stages are allowed to operate as fast as
possible. This project is designed to prove that an asynchronous processor will
operate faster than its synchronous counterpart.
1.3 ALU stage
This particular thesis only deals with the arithmetic logic unit stage of
the total design. The thesis by Scott Siers deals with the other pipeline stages
and the thesis by Paul Fanelli describes the VHDL modeling of the
microprocessor. The ALU stage is split up into five major parts. These parts
are the registers, the ALU, the shifter, the handshaking controls and the
exception creation. A top level diagram of the ALU stage is presented in


















































Figure 1.2 Top Level Design of theALU Stage
2. Registers
2.1 Data Dependencies
Data dependencies occur when an instruction needs the output from a
prior instruction that has not left the pipeline. For example, a case might occur
where three numbers need to be added together. A simple method to
accomplish this operation is shown in Figure 2.1.
AUUn Rt R2 R5 adds Rl toR2 and the results is in R5
Mm R? R? R5 aits R5 to R3 and the ttmlts is in R5
Figure 2. 1 SimpleMethodforAdding Three Numbers
This method adds the first two numbers together and adds their sum to the
third. In the pipeline, however, these instructions will immediately follow
each other. The answer will be created from the first instruction when the
write back stage is reached. The second instruction needs the information from
the first instruction in the ALU stage. The memory stage is located between
the write back and ALU stages. A space or time delay is needed between
these two instructions so that the first instruction will be in the write back stage
when the second is in the ALU stage. Another instruction can be placed
between the two add instructions to provide the space or time delay. This
instruction would be in the memory stage when the first add instruction is in
the write back stage. Any non-dependent instruction can be used for this space
and, if one cannot be found from the program, a simple instruction that causes
nothing to happen can be inserted.
Most of the MIPS R3000 processor's data dependencies are taken care
of in the compiler or at software level. This can be done because the processor
works on a synchronous (clocked) pipeline. For example, a branch instruction
causes a data dependency. A test is needed to determine if the branch will be
taken. This test occurs in the ALU stage, while the outcome of the branch
instruction affects the instruction fetch stage. The instruction decode stage
falls between these two stages. In the R3000 processor, the branch instructions
are immediately followed by an executable statement. This executable
statement acts as the space between the test for the branch and the execution of
the branch. This is similar to the way a space was needed in the addition
example above. After this second instruction executes, the branch is then
allowed to occur. The detection of these data dependencies can be done in
software and the insertion of spacer instructions, to eliminate the dependency,
can be done at the compiler level.
In an asynchronous processor, one simply cannot assume that letting one
instruction pass though a stage will allow enough time for the data to leave the
pipeline. An instruction may be in the process of moving into the write back
stage when the dependent instruction begins to be executed in the ALU stage.
The write back stage has not yet put the correct data into the register before the
ALU stage operates on the register. This will cause the processor to act on
erroneous data and therefore must be avoided.
One solution to this problem is to allow the data to be stored at
intermediate points along the pipeline and allow the stored data to be
retrievable for the dependent instruction. This would mean that every stage
would remember the output from the instruction that had previously passed
though it. This implementation would be useful if the dependent instructions
immediately followed the instruction they were dependent upon. However, as
was described earlier, the dependent instructions in the synchronous
microprocessor are separated by a spacer instruction to insure proper timing.
Because one of the goals of this project is to be compatible with the MIPS
architecture, this solution is now invalid. In order to allow dependent
instructions to be spaced out, the intermediate storage devices now need to be
capable of storing more than one value. This solution is problematic at best
because increasing the number of storage spaces reduces the speed of the
pipeline.
Another solution to this problem is to tag the data that is stored in the
register bank. If an instruction is about to leave the instruction decode stage
and pass into the ALU stage, the instruction can cause the value in the register,
that the instruction uses as a target, to be invalidated. The next instruction, if it
is dependent on that data, would then have to wait until the data in the register
is validated. In order to implement this scheme, another bit is needed in the
register to indicate whether that register has valid or invalid data. When the
instruction passes into the ALU section, this register bit would be set to invalid
and, when the instruction leaves the write back section, this bit would then be
set back to valid. At this point it will be assumed that, when the processor is
reset, the condition bits for all the registers will be reset to a valid state.
This scheme works for a clocked system but in an asynchronous system
there are some hazards that need to be addressed. For instance, it is
conceivably possible for two instructions to be setting and clearing the valid bit
at the same time. This would cause an indeterminate state, or race condition,
depending on which stage was faster. To eliminate this problem both the
instruction decode stage and the write back stage get their own bit which they
can toggle. The two bits can then be exclusive ORed together in order to
produce a valid bit. These two bits follow the path show in the Figure 2.2. By
assigning the states 1 1 and 00 to be valid, the race condition thatmay occur is
eliminated.
This method appears to answer all the problems with data dependencies,
however, one problem remains. Until this point, the investigation has only
Figure 2.2 Possible Pathsfor the Valid Bits
been concerned with the possible dependencies in the data part of the
instruction. The target part is just used to designate which register will be
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Figure 2.3 Program Showing Data Dependency
The first two instructions are not data dependent but the third one is. It is
interesting to note that instruction 1 is meaningless but still is a valid

















TaWe 2.7 Incorrect Scheduling ofDependent Instructions
As is shown in the table the third instruction stalls until the valid bit has been
set. The valid bit is set at time 4 allowing the third instruction to enter. This is
incorrect because the first instruction set the valid bit. In fact, the third
instruction was supposed to wait for the second instruction to finish.
The solution for this problem is to only allow the instruction to enter
into the ALU stage if all data and target registers are valid. This will stall the
second instruction until the first instruction leaves the pipeline. The validity of
this method is verified in the petri net shown in the Figure 2.4. By using this
method, no dependencies can occur. No set of instructions will cause the
microprocessor to operate on erroneous data caused by a dependency. Some
care should be taken when programming this type of microprocessor because,
if a lot of dependencies occur in the program, the microprocessor efficiency
10
will be very low. The program will still run but, since many of the
instructions





To The Same Register
Valid Register
Fig 2.4 Petri Net Validating Solution to the Data Dependency Problem
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2.2 Register Design
The registers, where data is stored for eventual use, are an important
part of any microprocessor. Due to the asynchronous structure of this
processor, some special considerations need to be made, in order to eliminate
hazard conditions that may occur in loading and retrieving information from
the register bank. First, the synchronous method, as used in the R3000,
processor will be investigated. Then, the method that allows the registers to be
used in an asynchronous manner will be described.
One problem encountered when designing registers is preventing access
to the registers for simultaneous reading and writing. If this happens, a race
condition will be created making it unclear whether the information obtained is
an old number stored in the register or a new number being written to the
register. A second problem is caused by the fact that to do any calculation two
numbers are needed. Since registers generally write to a common data bus,
getting two sets of data can become difficult.




Fig 2.5 Two Phase Clocking Scheme
phase, non-overlapping clock. An example of this clocking scheme is shown in
Figure 2.5. This allows the write back stage to do the write backs before the
13
instruction fetch stage grabs the data to give to the arithmetic logic unit stage.
The clock eliminates the hazard that occurs between loading and retrieving
numbers and solves the first problem of preventing simultaneous reading and
writing.
In order to solve the second problem of obtaining two sets of data, the
R3000 uses one 32-bit data bus and multiplexes the data from the registers to
the correct lines in the arithmetic logic unit. Figure 2.5 shows that there are
four distinct periods in the clocking scheme. One piece of data can be obtained
during the period marked with a 'C and another piece obtained during the
period marked with a 'D'. This eliminates any chance of having data collide on
the bus.
In the asynchronous microprocessor, one does not have the luxury of
knowing exactly when certain events are going to happen. There is no
mechanism to stop the write back stage from writing at any time, potentially
causing a hazard condition. In order to eliminate this problem, register
accesses need to be allowed to happen in the register bank simultaneously.
This costs some space on the chip because, while the R3000 uses one bus and

















Fig 2.6 Bus Utilization Scheme
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microprocessor, three different busses and corresponding logic are required.
Three different busses eliminate the hazard of contention on the bus but not the
hazard caused by reading and writing simultaneously to the same register. This
is similar to the data dependency problem described earlier in the data
dependency section. The use of a register flag, to indicate whether a register is
safe to read from or write to, solves the logical dependency problem that occurs
in the pipeline. This method also protects the register's data coherency. The
instruction fetch stage waits on the
registers'
state before accessing the register.
This solves the problem of having both instruction fetch and write back stages
accessing the registers at the same time.
In the asynchronous version of this processor, there are thirty-two
general purpose registers. Also, there are two additional registers that are used
by the multiplier/divider to hold sixty-four bit numbers. The multiplier/divider
registers are accessed differently and are located in a different part of the chip.
These registers are only used by the multiplier/divider and by four instructions
thatmove the output of the multiplier/divider to the general purpose registers.
Two other instructions also operate the register bank differently. These
instructions are load word left (LWL) and load word right (LWR). One to four
bytes of memory can be loaded into a register with these instructions. What
makes these instructions different from the standard load instructions is that the
bytes not indicated in the target register are not changed after the end of the
operation. If a thirty-two bitword is needed and it does not fall on regular byte
boundaries, a combination of these instructions can be used to get the number.
An example of this is shown in Figure 2.7. In this example the register is
loaded with the three low order bytes from memory location 0 without
affecting the high order byte. In order to implement these instructions, more
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Fig 2.7 Example ofa Load Word Left Instruction
signals to the register bank before executing a load instruction. These four
signals select which byte within the register will recieve the new data and
which byte will be the same. Under normal operation these signals will always
be active so that the whole register is affected. For a load word left or a load
word right, these signals will indicate which byte in the register will be loaded.
This is performed by ANDing the load signal with the select signals that are
sent by the write back stage.
The general purpose registers are made out simple components designed
to fit together to create the large register bank. Thirty-two of these components
are placed side to side to make a single thirty-two bit register. A logic diagram
of one bit of a register and the layout of that logic have been included in
Figures 2.8 and 2.9. As can be seen by these figures, the registers are designed
with maximum modularity. A thirty two bit register can be implemented by
combining thirty-two of these one bit registers into four groups of eight bits.
Each eight-bit register has an AND gate to control the selection for LWL and
LWR. The four register banks are combined together and two toggle registers
are added to create the valid signal described in the previous chapter. A logic
16
diagram of a thirty-two bit register is shown in Figure 2.10. The layout
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Figure 2.10 Logic Diagram ofOne 32-BitRegister
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3. Arithmetic Logic Unit
The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is the brain of the microprocessor.
Within the ALU, all calculations are performed. It is a complex circuit that
implements many different functions. In most microprocessors, the ALU is
split into two parts, one part operates on floating point numbers and another
part operates on integer numbers. Operating on floating point numbers is more
complex due to the number's size and format. Floating point numbers are
typically 64 bits long. In the R2000 and R3000 microprocessors, the floating
point unit (FPU) is found on another chip (coprocessor) that is placed beside
the microprocessor. Integer operations consist of performing combinations of
adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing and logic operations.
3.1 TTL Model
The asynchronous microprocessor's ALU could not be modeled exactly
after the R3000 ALU because no information on the structure of the R3000's
ALU was available. A similar ALU was found in the Fairchild Advanced
Schottky TTL Data Book. This ALU performs all the required functions
necessary for the asynchronous microprocessor, except A NOR B. The ALU
was modified to perform this operation by adding XOR gates on the inputs and
performing an AND operation. The XOR gates complement the inputs and, by
DeMorgan's Laws, the NOR operation is obtained.
The schematic of the modified ALU is shown in Figure 3.1. This ALU
has been designed using a look ahead carry format. The look ahead carry
21
Cout
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the ModifiedALU
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implementation was chosen because it is faster than the standard ripple carry
implementation.
In a ripple carry adder, the two inputs are added together with the carry
from the preceding stage. This produces an output and a carry to the next
operation. This carry then proceeds to ripple down the chain of bits to the end,
where it becomes the carry out. The advantage of this design is the ease of
implementation and the size of the circuit. The disadvantage is its slow speed.
The time needed to perform the ripple carry addition can be calculated by
finding the amount of time it takes to create a carry signal and multiplying this
time by the number of bits through which this signal needs to be carried. If, for
example, it takes 3 nanoseconds to create a carry signal, then, for a 32-bit
adder, it would take 96 nanoseconds, in the worst case, to add two numbers
together.
The look ahead carry adder operates differently. Each pair of inputs are
combined and a generate signal and a propagate signal are created. Each
output can now be created by combining its own generate and propagate
signals with the generate and propagate signals from the preceding pairs. The
advantage of this method is that the entire structure of the adder has only three
levels of gates, one level to create the generate and propagate signals and two
levels to combine the signals together. For example, if the gate delay of one
level were 3 nanoseconds, the time needed to add two numbers together would
be 9 nanoseconds. This circuit is more than ten times faster than the ripple
carry adder.
The equations for the carry in signals are shown in Figure 3.2. From
these carry signals, derived from the generate and propagate signals, the output
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Figure 3.2 Equationsfor Intermediate Carry Signals
generate and propagate signals does not require signals other than the inputs,
the outputs can all be created simultaneously.
In practice, a look ahead carry adder is normally not built for more than
eight-bit adders. As the size of the adder increases, more generate and
propagate signals need to be combined to perform the addition. (Refer to the
previous figure.) The larger gates needed to handle the greater number of
inputs cause the adder to be less efficient. A compromise between speed and
gate size can be reached by creating another circuit to implement a look ahead
carry between blocks of smaller adders. This adds three more gate levels to the
over all circuit and slows the hypothetical adder to 18 nanoseconds. This is
still a great improvement over the ripple carry adder. An example of this extra
look ahead circuit is shown in Figure 3.3. It is similar to the look ahead carry
within the adder circuit but works with the generate and propagate signals
created by the adder blocks. Smaller ALU blocks are used in the asynchronous
microprocessor to perform their operations upon four bits at a time. An
example of how these smaller ALU blocks are connected can be found in
Figure 3.4.
To extend the design of the look ahead carry adder into an ALU,
selection circuitry is added to
perform logical operations on the inputs. This
24
allows the look ahead carry adder to create the
proper output. This selection
circuitry adds another layer of gates to the overall circuit.
25
Figure 3.3 LookAhead Circuit
26
Figure 3.4 Schematic ofa 32-bitAdder Using 4-bit LookAhead CarryAdders
27
3.2 Data Path
The data path in the asynchronous microprocessor is a
"true"
thirty two
bit data path. In microprocessors that use a clock, the sequence for loading
data into the ALU stage is to load the first number on the first clock pulse and
the second number on the second clock pulse. The advantage of this is that
only one bus is required to send data signals from the registers to the ALU.
The disadvantage of using only one bus to move the numbers from the registers
to the ALU is that it takes twice the optimum time. In the asynchronous
microprocessor, there is no clock to use when scheduling bus utilization. Each
number needs to have its own bus to travel from the registers to the ALU. This
causes more lines to be used but improves the overall efficiency of the ALU's
operation.
3.3 Dual Purpose of the ALU
The R3000 processor uses the ALU for more than just arithmetic and
logic operations. It also uses it for base offset address calculations. When a
register is used to hold amemory location and an offset is added to this register
to point to a desired location in memory, it is called base offset addressing.
This is commonly used for table lookup and stack operations. The ALU stage
occurs before the memory stage in the pipeline order. This allows the ALU to
calculate addresses for the memory stage before the instruction is executed
within thememory stage.
Because the offset is coded into the instruction word, a method is
needed to allow the offset part of the instruction to be moved onto the data bus
28
between the ALU and the registers. This offset is always the lower sixteen bits
of the instruction. Because offsets can be either positive or negative, this
numbermust be sign extended from sixteen bits to 32 bits to be used by the
32-
bit ALU. The circuit that performs this operation is shown in Figure 3.5. The
circuitmultiplexes between the data lines from the registers and the data in the
instruction opcode.
3.4 Conditional Statements
The R3000 microprocessor's ALU also is used to compare two numbers
to create conditions that are used to resolve branch on conditional statements
and set on conditional statements. The conditions that are used in the R3000
microprocessor are equal, greater than or equal to zero, less than or equal to
zero, greater than zero, less than zero, and not equal. These conditions are
evaluated within the ALU and a condition bit is sent back to the instruction
fetch stage. The branch destination is calculated in the instruction fetch stage
while the ALU is determining whether the branch will be taken or not. The
condition bit then indicates the location that contains the next instruction.
No information is available on exactly how these condition bits are
produced in the R3000 microprocessor. The asynchronous processor performs
this operation by adding the two ALU input busses together. The instruction
fetch stage places the two pieces of data on the busses. If the operation deals
with a comparison to zero, register zero is used for one piece of data. The zero
register in the data bank is always hardwired to contain a zero value. The





























numbers are indicated by a one in the sign bit. Positive numbers are indicated
by a zero in the sign bit and a one somewhere else within the number. Zero is
indicated by all the numbers being zero.
The analysis is then fed into another block. This block converts the
comparison outputs into a control line for the branch instructions. The
instruction decode stage uses this control line to determine whether to take the
branch or not. This block is shown in Figure 3.7. The bit code for branch
instructions includes two bits in which a condition is encoded. These two bits
are bit 26 and 27. These bits are then fed into a 4-1 multiplexor as select lines.
Another series of conditional statements are the BCOND statements.
BCOND stands for branch conditionally. These statements are special
instructions unlike the other conditional branches. There are only two types of
BCOND statements. They are greater than or equal to zero and less than zero.
These statements are identified by bit 16 of the BCOND instruction.
The Figure 3.7 shows how the two types of instructions are resolved and
muxed together to create the branch control line.
3.5 Opcode Interfacing
The disadvantage of not having any information on the R3000's ALU is
that the control lines of the model ALU do not match the instruction encoding
of the R3000. A circuit is required to decode the instruction before sending it
to the asynchronous ALU. This circuit is shown in Figure 3.8.
The interfacing circuit was created by decoding the operations
performed in the R3000 instruction set and matching them to the model ALU's
instructions. Figure 3.9 shows the bit coding of the R3000 instruction set and
Figure 3.10 shows the model ALU's instruction set. The R3000 instruction set
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uses two bit fields to indicate instructions. The highest five bits indicate the
instruction. If these bits are all zero's, this indicates a special instruction and
the low five bits are used instead. If it is not a special instruction, the
instruction is either an immediate or a conditional instruction. All register






































SPECIAL BCOND J JAL BEQ BNE BLEZ BGTZ
ADDI ADDIU SLTI SLTIU ANDI ORI XORI LUI
COPO1 COP11 COP21 COP31 * * * *
* * * * * * * *
LB LH LWL LW LBU LHU LWR
*
SB SH SWL SW * * SWR *
LWCO1 LWC11 LWC21 LWC31 * * * *
SWCO1 SWC11 SWC21 SWC31 * * * *
SPECIAL
bits 2..0
bits 5..3 0 1
0 SLL * SRL SRA SLLV * SRLV SRAV
JR JALR * * SYSCALL BREAK * *
MFHI MTHI MFLO MTLO * * * *
MULT MULTU Drv divu * * * *
ADD ADDU SUB SUBU AND OR XOR NOR
* * SLT SLTU * * * *
* * * * * * * *





* * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
BLTZAL BGEZAL
* * * * * *
* * * * * * * *
* Illegal instruction
* Coprocessor instructions were not implemented
Figure 3.9 Bit Coding of the R3000 Instruction Set
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INPUTS OUTPUTS
FUNCTION SO SI S2 Cn An Bn FO Fl F2 F3 G P
CLEAR 0 0 0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
B MINUS A 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
AMINUS B 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
A PLUS B 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
X 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
AXORB 0 0 1 X 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
X 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
X 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
A ORB 1 0 1 X 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AANDB 0 1 1 X 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
X 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
X 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
PRESET 1 1 1 X 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1= High Voltage Level
0= Low Voltage Level
X = Don't Care
Figure 3.10Model ALU's Instruction Set
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4. Shifter Design
Shifters are important to any microprocessor because they prepare the
data for use in other stages. A shifter used in a microprocessor is a steering
circuit that moves the bits to the correct positions for the final output. There
are four different types of shifting operations; arithmetic, logical, rotate, and
roll.
The R3000 architecture requires only arithmetic and logical shifts.
These shifts operate similarly. They move the bits either left or right and, on
the edges of the number, they either sign extend or input a 0. An arithmetic
shift instruction shifts the bits either left or right. The first bit is both held and
shifted at the same time. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.1. In a
logical shift, a zero is always shifted into the number. By shifting left, a





Fig. 4.1 Arithmetic andLogical Shifts
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The R3000 architecture contains no arithmetic left shift. The arithmetic
left shift is meaningless because it is identical in operation to a logical left
shift. The R3000 architecture also supports dynamic shifting. A register can
be designated in the instruction to indicate how far to shift. The five least
significant bits of the register are used to control the shifting operation. The
other bits are ignored. Rotate and roll shifts use the bits shifted off one edge of
the number as the input to the other edge. They are not implemented in the
R3000 reduced instruction set.
The shifter for the asynchronous microprocessor can be implemented
using a multiplexing network because there are no rotate or roll instructions in
this processor. This implementation will not greatly increase the space
required.
no shift








Fig 4.2 Basic Shifting Cell
The basic cell for one bit, in the asynchronous design, is shown in
Figure 4.2. This cell is a 3-1 multiplexor and has been created by modifying a
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4-1 multiplexor, because only three inputs are required. A number of basic
cells are then connected to form the multiplexing network. A simple version of
this network is shown in Figure 4.3. The shifter can handle thirty-one bit
shifts. There are five bits in the instruction designating how many lines to
shift. Because there are five control lines for the shifter, there are five
shifting stages. Each stage shifts by a power of two. The first stage shifts by
2, the second shifts by
2l
and so on. During the last stage the displacement is
sixteen bits. This does cause long lines to be formed, however, producing line
capacitance which slows the shifter.
Fig 4.3 Simple Connection For Shifting Cells
The multiplexors are created using transmission gates. The drivers,
which are needed in order to overcome the loss of driving capability caused by
the transmission gates, enable the addition of a moderate amount of line
capacitance. These drivers can easily handle the line capacitance caused by
the long routing channels needed in this design.
The advantage of this shifter design is that the basic thirty-two bit part
can be used in other places where a three to one decision needs to be made.
This situation occurs on the second bus coming out of the register bank. The
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second bus handles the immediate instructions, register instructions, and base
offset calculations.
The shifter measures 1800 microns wide by 900 microns high. The
basic 3-1 mux cell circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4.4 and the layout of the
circuit is shown in Figure 4.5. 160 of these cells were used to form the entire
shifter. To select between logical and arithmetic shifts, five 2-1 multiplexors
were used. These multiplexors were obtained by modifying the 3-1






Figure 4.4 CircuitDiagram ofa 3-1 Multiplexor
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nux






Figure 4.6 Layout ofa 2-1 Multiplexor
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The worst case line capacitance was calculated between the fourth and
final stages of the network. The area capacitance was calculated from the
equation
total capacitance = total area
*
capacitance coefficient.
The capacitance coefficients differ depending on the process used and the layer
in question. Using the two micron Mosis Scalable CMOS process, the
capacitance coefficient for the metal2 layer is 0.03 femtofarads per square
micron. For the metall layer it is 0.05 femtofarads per square micron. The
worst case line capacitance was found to be 135 femtofarads. The driver
circuit used to drive this load is shown in Figure 4.7. The analog trace from
the Accusim simulation of the resulting circuit is shown in Figure 4.8. The

































































1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r
0.00e+00 5. 00e-09 I.OOe-OB l.50e-0B 2.00e-08 2.50e-08
TIME (s)
Figure 4.7Analog Simulation of the Driving Circuit
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5. Multiplier/Divider in the Asynchronous
Microprocessor
The multiplier/divider is a special circuit in the ALU stage, where two
32-bit numbers are either multiplied or divided creating a 64-bit result.
Multiplications and divisions cannot be handled by the regular ALU because
the resulting numbers are too large for the thirty-two bit data bus. The output
of this separate circuit goes directly to two special registers named HI and
LOW. These two registers either store the 64-bit output from a multiplication
or the 32-bit output from a division plus the 32-bit remainder.
Because all of these circuits used in the multiplier/divider are separate
from the main ALU, it becomes possible to allow other instructions to execute
while the multiplier/divider is operating. This is made possible by latching the
inputs to the separate section. The method of having a valid bit for the registers
and the fact that the multiplier/divider does not require any further pipeline
stages, allow other instructions to be executed simultaneously. The latches on
the inputs hold and separate them from themain bus while the multiplication or
division is taking place. This allows other traffic on the data busses to be
conducted without interfering with themultiplier/divider's data.
The method of designating the registers valid and invalid assures that
the instructions on the bus will not interfere with the current operation of the
multiplier/divider. All instructions that want to use these multiplier and divider
circuits must wait until the valid bit for the HI and LOW registers to become
set. If the instruction does not need these circuits, it can continue through the
rest of the ALU and bypass the multiplier and divider circuits.
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The multiplier/divider automatically places its answers into the
special
registers HI and LOW. The write back and memory stages in the
pipeline are
not needed for any operation that uses the multiplier/divider. This allows
the
multiply and divide instructions to be removed from the general flow
of
instructions down the pipeline. The removal of these instructions allows the
multiplier/divider to calculate at its slower speed and, at the same time, allows
the rest of the instructions to continue to be calculated.
Scott Siers designed the multiplier/divider and a more complete
investigation of this circuit can be found in his thesis.
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6. Bus Control
One of the requirements for the ALU stage is to control the values on
the various busses leading into and out from the stage. All of the inputs to the
ALU stage need to be latched in order for the different pipeline stages to be
independent of each other. The output of the ALU stage can be either the
incremented program counter (PC) or the data line leading from the arithmetic
logic unit. The output can also come from the multiplier/divider when
executing a move from low or move from high instruction.
6.1 Inputs
The inputs to the ALU stage are comprised of the A and B busses from
the register bank, the instruction from the instruction decode stage, an
immediate signal to indicate an immediate instruction, and the program counter
value that will be incremented in the ALU stage to perform link operations.
The logic diagram of the Input Bus Controller is shown in Figure 6.1.
The instruction decode stage will select the correct registers to be
connected to the A and B busses before the start signal comes to the ALU
stage. This allows the ALU to latch the A and B bus's data immediately after
the start pulse is sent from the instruction decode stage. The A-bus is used
later for the variable shifts. When this operation is performed, a zero is sent to
the arithmetic logic unit and the lower five bits of the A-bus are allowed to
pass to the shifter. The other bus that is connected to the ALU is the PCL bus.
The PCL contains the program counter value which allows the ALU to




























Figure 6. 1 Input Bus Control Block
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placed into the link register by the write back stage. Figure 6.2 shows the
diagram of the A-bus selection logic. The B-bus is used for immediate
instructions. During immediate instructions the lower sixteen bits of the
instruction are sign extended to thirty-two bits and placed on the B-bus instead
of the latched value allowing the B-bus to be used to pass information to the
next stage. Therefore the ALU can do base offset calculations for store
operations while the B-bus is free to pass the data to be stored in memory. The
B selector also multiplexes onto the B-bus the number
'8'
during link operations
in order for the PC to be incremented by the correct number. Figure 6.3 shows
the logic diagram of the B-bus controller. The J and the S line are created by a
small decoder. This decoder is shown in Figure 6.4. It decodes both jump and
link instructions and shift variable instructions.
6.2 Outputs
The outputs are controlled in a similar manner as the inputs. These
outputs are multiplexed between the arithmetic logic unit, the Hi and Low
registers, and the extra program counter incrementer. The control for this mux
comes from the instruction and is decoded by a small decoder. The logic















for i := 0 to 31









































for i := 0 to 31
-O out (31:0)
Figure 6.5 Output Selector
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7. Exception Creation
Exceptions are typically indicators that signify something out of the
ordinary has occurred. There are many types of exceptions. These exceptions
can be grouped into two categories, unmaskable and maskable. Turning off the
power would be an event that occurs out of the sequence of ordinary operation.
The microprocessor, however, cannot do anything about the occurrence of a
power failure. Power failure, therefore, is an unmaskable exception. An
example of a maskable exception would be an interrupt from a
input/output(I/0) device. The microprocessor can mask the exception from the
I/O device while it is performing a routine. This insures that the
microprocessor will be free from interupts while it performs a criticall routine.
The masking can then be turned off, allowing interupts to again be serviced.
This is a common practice inside interupt service routines.
The ALU stage in the R3000 architecture generates only one single
exception. This exception occurs if the addition or subtraction of two's
complement numbers result in number which is greater than the largest number
a 32-bit register can hold. This is called the overflow exception. When this
exception occurs, it signals that the number created by the arithmetic logic unit
is incorrect. The microprocessor cannot be allowed to continue with incorrect
data so this error is fatal to the program. At this point, the microprocessor will
stop execution and wait for new instructions. The overflow instruction is an
unmaskable exception.
In the asynchronous ALU, the overflow exception is also created. This
signal is simply created by exclusive ORing the sign bit and the carry bit of the
answer. If two positive two's complement numbers are added together and an
overflow occurs, the sign bit of the number will have data written into it
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changing its value from a 0 to a 1. The carry bit however will not be affected.
This causes the two bits to be different and a 1 will occur on the output of the
XOR gate. If a large negative number has a large positive number subtracted
from it, the 1 in the sign bit will change to a 0 but because subtraction of two's
complement numbers is implemented by adding the two numbers together, the
carry bit will change to a 1. This again will cause an overflow. An example of
this operation performed on four bit numbers is shown in Figure 7.1.
Fig 7.1 Examples ofOverflow Conditions
A schematic of the overflow creation logic is shown in Figure 7.2. The
corresponding layout of this logic is shown in Figure 7.3. The overflow
creation logic includes some gates to decode the conditions when an overflow
occurs. An overflow can only occur during a signed addition or subtraction
operation. The ALU performs the same operations for both signed and











Figure 7.3 Layout of the Overflow Logic
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8. Handshaking
In an asynchronous design, it is important to have a method to know
when an evaluation has been completed. Each part of the design must tell the
other parts when it completes its current work and is ready to go onto the next
evaluation. In this microprocessor, each pipeline stage must tell the previous
stage when it is ready to accept a new set of inputs and tell the following stage
when it has completed evaluating the current set of inputs. Each part inside the
stage must have completed its work in order for the stage to signal that it is
ready to move on. Each part is required to generate a completion signal within
its circuitry. The completion signal from one stage can tell the next stage to
begin its evaluation. From these signals, the flow within the pipeline stages
can be controlled.
8.1 Completion Signals
Two methods can be used to create a completion signal. The first is a
dummy delay. A dummy delay is a signal created after a period of time long
enough to exceed the worst case delay within the circuit. It has no relationship
to the actual circuitry performing the
function. This method of completion
signal offers little increase in speed to the circuit because it is similar to the
method used in a synchronous circuit. No speed up will be seen to operations
in a circuit that take a short period of time because the corresponding dummy
delay is set for the worst case delay
of any of the operations the circuit
performs.
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The other method to create a completion signal is to use differential
cascade voltage switched logic (DCVSL). This method allows a completion
signal to be generated as soon as the evaluation of the inputs have finished. An
example of a DCVSL gate is shown in figure 8.1. The figure consists of a
NOR gate that creates a completion signal when its evaluation is completed.














Figure 8. 1 DCVSLNOR Gate with Completion Signal
to a DCVSL gate. The first side evaluates the output and the second side
evaluates the complement of the output. The start signal controls the
evaluation of this gate. When the start signal is low, the P transistors on the
top of the gate charge both
the output and the complement to a one value. The
N transistor on the bottom is turned off, in this phase and the charge is stored
on the outputs. When the start signal is turned on, the P transistors are turned
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off and the N transistor is turned on. The two Nmos trees are then allowed to
evaluate. Because both trees are complementary, the one tree will evaluate to
zero and the other will evaluate to a one. In this circuit, the tree evaluating to a
zero will allow the stored charge to discharge through to Vss. The other tree
will keep the stored charge and will evaluate as a one. The completion signal
can now be created by comparing the outputs of the two trees. The two outputs
are NANDed together creating a signal that will evaluate true only when the
two outputs are different in the evaluation phase. The gate can have its outputs
latched by another circuit before allowing the start signal low again. This
causes one tree to charge back up to a one value sending the completion signal






Figure 8.2 Paths ofDCVSL Outputs
DCVSL will create a reliable completion signal that will signal when
evaluation is done. However, by the very nature of this logic, these types of
gates are slower than the more standard complementary CMOS gates. The
evaluation of the Nmos trees are governed by the fall time in discharging the
stored charge. This is typically the same speed as complementary CMOS
gates. The outputs are then compared to create a done signal. The NAND gate
which creates this done signal incurs a gate delay, slowing the gate further.
Also, between evaluations, a time is need to precharge the gate.
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This makes the DCVSL gates slower than othermethods.
A simulation of the DCVSL NOR gate, shown in figure 8.1, versus the
complementary CMOS NOR gate is shown in figure 8.3. The DCVSL outputs
change with roughly the same speed as the complementary CMOS gates but the
extra delay causes the done signal to come slightly later than the outputs. Also,
the precharge time is not shown in this simulation.
In DCVSL logic, the inputs to the gates need to stay stable throughout
the entire evaluation phase, because there is no way to charge one of the
outputs back up from a zero. In various places, the outputs of the DCVSL
gates need to be latched in order to allow the slower sections of the circuit time
to evaluate and precharge. This adds another delay to the operation ofDCVSL
circuits.
A final drawback of DCVSL logic is that both the input and its
complement are needed for each and every gate. This causes twice the amount
of lines to be needed in the DCVSL implementation as compared to the
complementary CMOS implementation. These lines become very cumbersome
in a large design. For instance, if a 32 bit adder is to implemented using
DCVSL, 128 lines are need for the inputs. In a two micron technology, if these
lines were to be routed using metal two, 1024 microns will be needed just to
handle the 128 bit bus.
The overall size comparison between the DCVSL and the
complementary CMOS gates is shown in figure 8.4. The two gates shown are
both two input NOR gates. The DCVSL gate is much larger due to the added
transistors and to the fact that it needs both the inputs and their complements.
For this layout, the complements of the inputs are assumed to be available. If
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Figure 8.4 Layout Comparison of DCVSL versus Complementary CMOS
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the complement. The DCVSL gate uses eleven transistors while the
complementary CMOS gate uses only four transistors to implement the NOR
function. The DCVSL gate however is the only one that will produce a
completion signal.
In the ALU stage of the asynchronous microprocessor, DCVSL is only
used for the critical path. A reliable completion signal is needed for the stage
and the DCVSL gates provide this signal without resulting to the use of a
dummy delay. Using the DCVSL gates only in the critical path cuts down on
the number of larger DCVSL gates needed and the number of extra lines that
need to be routed to the gates. The critical path is the path that takes the
longest to evaluate within the circuit. This path is then changed over to
DCVSL which slows it down further, ensuring that it will be the slowest
evaluating path within the circuit. This gives the circuit a completion signal
while also keeping the impact of the slowerDCVSL gates to aminimum.
8.2 Handshaking Controller Circuit
Between the stages within the pipeline, a circuit is used to allow the
different stages to start and stop themselves. This circuit is called the
handshaking controller circuit (HCC). This circuit accepts the done signal
from the first stage and then waits for the ready signal from the second. This
second stage is ready to accept inputs after it has transferred its data to the third
stage. The HCC will then send a start signal to the second stage and
simultaneously send a ready signal to
the stage previous to the first indicating
that the first stage will accept new inputs. This circuit is very important to the
control of the pipeline. Each stage in the pipeline has one of these circuits to
control its start and completion signals.
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The latches at the beginning of the ALU stage drive the entire stage.
The start signal from the HCC sends a load signal to these latches causing them
to latch in the new data. The start signal also causes the first DCVSL gate to
begin evaluation. This starts a chain reaction ofDCVSL gates. The first gate's
completion signal causes the second gate to evaluate and so on throughout the
chain. At the end of the chain, the completion signal from the lastDCVSL gate
causes the ALU stage's completion signal to trigger. The HCC uses this signal
to indicate that the stage is done and that the data is ready for the following
stage. It also uses this time to force the start signal low causing the DCVSL
gates to go into precharge phase. The action of the HCC's takes at least six
nano-seconds because the HCC will wait for an acknowledge from the next
HCC. This acknowledge signal means that the following stage has latched in
this stage's output. This allows time for the DCVSL gates to precharge.








Figure 8.5 Handshaking Controller Circuit
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When the Ok(n-l) signal goes low, the HCC knows that the previous stage has
data it wishes to send. When the current stage finishes, its Ready(n) signal will
go low which pulls the Rout(n) signal low. This signals the following stage
that there is data waiting. When the following stage is ready for the inputs, it
will latch in the data and send an acknowledgment back via the Ain tine. This
acknowledgment causes the Aout line to go high. The Aout line acknowledges
the previous stage's data, simultaneously latches it in to this stage and sends the
start signal to the current stage. This cycle then repeats itself. The Init line is
used to force the HCC into the correct state during a reset. A more complete
discussion of the HCC circuit can be found in the thesis written by Scott Siers.
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9. Results
The results of the ALU stage of the asynchronous microprocessor were
obtained from circuit simulation. The analog simulator (Accusim from Mentor
Graphics Corporation) was first used to obtain timing information about the
various gates used within the circuits. Each gate was simulated using a five
volt source. Various capacitive loads were used to simulate line capacitance
within the circuit. An example of this type of simulation was shown in section
3. The driving circuit was simulated and its rise, fall, and delay times were
found. This timing information was then returned to the digital simulator
(Quicksim II from Mentor Graphics Corporation) to simulate actual running
conditions. It would be impractical to use the analog simulator for the circuit
simulation of the whole stage because the simulation would be slow and take
an extremely long time. The digital simulator simulates faster and incorporates
the delay times that were added.
The output of the simulations can be classified into five categories. The
five categories are arithmetic and logic, conditional, exceptions, shift and move
from HI/LOW instructions. Due to the asynchronous nature of the logic there
is no set time that these operations take. There is, however, an average time
that can be used for most cases. Table 9.1 shows these average times. The
times do not include the overhead added from the handshaking controller. This
overhead is approximately 5 nanoseconds and is invariable for all instructions
that are performed.
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Move from HI/LOW 7
Table 9. 1 Average Times ofVarious Operations
Example simulations of these operations are included in Figures 9.1
through 9.5. In all the examples the instruction field only includes the parts of
the instruction needed for the ALU stage. The busses shown as the inputs to
the stage are before the latches in the stage. This adds the time for the latching
to the overall time of the stage. The start pulse is responsible for latching the
numbers. Figure 9.1 shows unsigned addition of two numbers. Figure 9.2
shows a branch not equal to zero instruction. The exception is shown in Figure
9.3 and is an example of signed addition. A simple shift is shown in figure 9.5.
This shift shifts left logically zero places and is typically used as a non
operation or NOP. The final figure, Figure 9.5, shows a move from HI
instruction. During this instruction the Instruction decode stage will have
already moved the correct
register onto the HI/LOW bus and all the ALU needs
to do is move it onto its output bus.
The longest time taken within the ALU stage was an average of 25
nanoseconds. The fastest that the R3000 can be run at is 40 megahertz. This is
a cycle time of 25 nanoseconds. This shows that the ALU designed in this
stage was roughly equal to
the one actually used. The overhead of the
handshaking controller, however, puts
the overall stage time to 30 nanoseconds
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which is significantly slower than the R3000. Other instructions were
found
to simulate faster than the arithmetic/logic instructions. In this area there is
some improvement in speed over the synchronous microprocessor even with
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Figure 9.3 Simulation ofa Signed
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Figure 9.5 Simulation ofaMove From HI Instruction
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10. Conclusions
This thesis has shown that there is merit to an asynchronous
microprocessor. In the VHDL simulation of this microprocessor performed by
Paul Fanelli, the asynchronous processor achieved an average of ten million
instructions per second (MIPS). The actual speed of the asynchronous
processor however is variable depending on which instructions are being
performed. Also, the fact that memory was not fully implemented makes
further comparison between the synchronous and asynchronous processors
speed meaningless.
Certain instructions in the R3000 microprocessor did provide a
challenge for implementation in an asynchronous method. For example an
entire circuit was added to implement the two BCOND instructions. These
instructions rely heavily on the multiphase clock to perform a variety of
operations during one clock cycle in the synchronous processor. In the future,
it would be prudent to design the architecture of the microprocessor to more
closely match the strengths and weaknesses of an asynchronous design.
The asynchronous methodology did yield a tremendous advantage. All
the components were modular in construction and use. Because each piece of
the design was allowed to operate at its highest speed, nothing in the design
needs to be compromised. An example of the power of this design can be
shown in the memory requirements for a processor such as this. Any speed
memory can be used in this processor since the memory stage will wait until
the acknowledge is received. Any module in this microprocessor can be
replaced or redesigned at any time. As long as the signals match on the inputs
and outputs of the piece, no problems with integration will be encountered.
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Another problem with the asynchronous microprocessor is the size of
the design involved. The design is much larger than its synchronous counter
part. This will become less of a factor as feature sizes on the chip decrease.
The asynchronous design will always be larger, however, due to the added
logic for the asynchronous controls. Also, without the ability to easily add bus
multiplexing logic more signal lines are need to convey the same information.
A problem occurred in the parallel design of this thesis. The VHDL
modeling of this processor should have been done before any circuits or layout
was attempted. Many times through the course of the design, the VHDL
modeling caught problems that were not apparent to the individual designers.
Because the designs were done in parallel with the VHDL modeling, the
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